Erector
The World Famous Construction Toy

IS YOUR boy one of the hundreds of thousands of boys who play with Erector, the wonderful engineering toy? It is a genuine toy, mechanically true that makes his play an education. Boys can build bridges, skyscrapers, battleships, machines with Erector. The big manual that comes with each set tells how to build hundreds of models. In addition to these, thousands of other models can be built from his own designs.

Gilbert Toys are Toys that
are Genuine

There are complete sets of engineering toys each with full equipment and a big book of instructions to perform marvelous experiments in Chemistry, Engineering, Hydraulics, Magnetism, Light and Sound.

The wonderful Gilbert outdoor wheel toy enables a boy to make coasters, wagons, geared speeders, wheel barrows, baggage trucks with only a wrench and a screw driver.

Every Gilbert Toy boy is given a free membership in the Gilbert Engineering Institute for Boys. He has a chance to win Degrees, Honors and Handsome Diplomas, and to have the best fun in the world while winning them.

Gilbert Boy Engineering Book for 1922, 10c.
A Book your boy should have


Coupon
Do This for Your Boy
Mail this coupon and ten cents to The A. C. Gilbert Co., 449 Blatchley Ave., New Haven, Conn., for copy of the Gilbert Boy Engineering Book for 1922, and copy of Gilbert Toy Tips.

Name ________________________________
Street _______________________________
City __________________________ State ___________________